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MECHANICAL FEATURES OF ELECTRON-RING COMPRESSORS* 

R. T. Avery, W. W. Chupp, H. P. Hernandez, J. R. Meneghetti, and W. W. Salsig 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of,California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Summary 

The technology of electron-ring compressors draws 
more heavily on controlled thermonuclear research than 
on conventional accelerators. This is dictated by the 
rapidly rising, intense magnetic fields (> 50 kG in 
< 1 ms), the re~uired ultrahigh vacuum (~ 10-9 torr), 
and the need for extensive diagnostics ,and instrumenta
tion during the development phase. Interesting mechan
ical features of the Berkeley Compressor 3, Compressor 
4, and Compressor 5 electron-ring research apparatus 
are described, including ceramic chamber design, cer
amic-metal and ceramic-ceramic joining techni~ues, cryo
pumping, vacuum bakeout practices, and novel diagnostic 
probes suitable for ultrahigh vacuum service. 

Introduction 

A previous paperl concentrated on the beam trans
port and magnet coil aspects of compressor design, with 
some discussion of vacuum aspects. The present paper 
is principally directed at the means for achieving 
ultrahigh vacuum in the presence of rapidly varying 
magnetic fields, together with re~uirements for numer
ous diagnostic probes. 

The electron ring is compressed to its desired 
small size by the application of rapidly rising, 
intense magnetic fields. Typically, magnetic fields of 
~ 50 kG are reached in less than 1 ms. The use of 
metals is severely restricted because of heating and 
(or) magnetic field distortions due to eddy currents. 
Eddy-current loops of a few s~uare cm in area can be a 

.. problem. As a general rule, metal structures with 
cross sections of such size are not permitted within a 
meter of the compression region. 

The intense electron ring can readily ionize gas 
particles within the compressor. The ~uantity and type 
of such ions affect the particle dynamics of the 
electron ring and during development should be under 
control of the experimenter. Therefore, to prevent 
the ring from loading itself with a significant frac
tion of unwanted residual gas ions, pressures in the 
10-9 torr range are re~uired. Providing electrically 
nonconducting materials of ade~uate strength that are 
also suitable for ultravacuum service has been a prin
cipal challenge in development of compressor hardware. 

Ceramic Chamber Design 

At Berkeley, we chose to fabricate our compressor 
vacuum chambers of high-alumina ceramic to obtain low 
outgassing rates while avoiding eddy currents from the 
pulsed magnetic fields. Our chambers were the largest 
that could be made using existing isostatic presses. 
About half' of the vacuum surfaces were ground to 
achieve desired dimensions. Surface finish on the 
remaining surfaces was left "as fired." Our initial 
chambers were of ceramic with 85% alumina content, 
which was easier to grind and allowed earlier procure
ment than ceramics of higher alumina content. However, 
we are now conSidering higher (up to 96%) alumina con
tent because of improved surface finish and (prObably) 
lower outgassing rate, even though it is somewhat more 
expensive. 

Several styles of vacuum joints have been used 
with the ceramic chambers. Gaskets of Viton elastomer 
have been employed for demountable joints. Very smooth 
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surfaces (~ 8-~in. roughness obtained by diamond dust 
lapping) and substantial compression (~ 27%) are 
re~uired for reliable Vi ton sealing. Vi ton joints 
sealed for a long'tiine tend to bond and are difficult 
to open. Flooding "wi th alcohol helps. Some permanent 
joints were made by the manufacturer (Coors Porcelain 
Co.) using a proprietary high-temperature fusion pro
cess prior to grinding. Other permanent jOints were 
made at assembly by use of a commercial vacuum sealant 
(Torr Seal by Varian ASSOC.), which demonstrated mech
anical and vacuum integrity with low outgassing rates 
and permits 1500 C bakeout temperatures. 

Ceramic chamber-wall thickness opposite coil 3 was 
at a premium in the Berkeley Compressor 3 (Fig. 1).2 
The gap between coils 3 needed to be small. Otherwise 
the excitation re~uired in the left member of coil set 
3, in order to eject the compressed electron ring, 
would be so great as to exceed the available energy 
storage and possibly exceed the mechanical strength of 
the coil. In contrast, a large internal gap between 
vacuum chamber walls was desired to facilitate passage 
of the electron ring during compression. Thus, there 
was a pressing need to make the ceramic chamber adja
cent to coil set 3 as thin as practicable. 

COIL SEllA ~'i~',~' --
._----"::.--MO\lEABLE COLLECTOR PROBE 

COIL SET 2 

X-RAY DETECTOR 

MO 
INFLECTOR COILS 

~~""--LOOPANTENNA 
ALUMINA VACUUM CHAMBER 

--SAPPHIRE WINDOWS FOR MICROWAVES 
OR SYNCHROTRON LIGHT 

PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR 

PHOTOTUBE o 10 

'"""'" Sea Ie in .em. 

Fig. 1. Compressor 3. (Except for details, Com
pressor 5 is same.) Designed to form, extract, 
and modestly accelerate electron rings. 

The complex geometry (similar to a conical washer 
attached to a tube) did not readily permit accurate 
analytical assessment of stress levels and stress
concentration effects in the ceramic. Conse~uently, 
these were determined experimentally on a full-sized 
metal model (successively machined to thinner wall) by 
use of brittle lac~uer and strain gages. The chosen 
thickness of 0.79 cm provided a safety factor of 7 
relative to typical tensile strength. Proof tests on 
the ceramic parts substantiated a safety factor > 4. 

. I'Gozinta" - "Gozouta" Evolution 

The vacuum-chamber wall is a ceramic ring with six 
large ports. Viton 0 rings in grooves in the 1/8-in.
thick curved stainless-steel covers provide vacuum 
sealing. This system worked well on the four lower 
ports, but was troublesome on the "Gozinta" and 
"Gozouta" port covers, where housing structure stif
fened the curved plates. 



Coils 1 -------.--~-=------~--------------~--__,~------_c---,d__ Coils 2 
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antenna ~ 

ERA COMPRESSOR 4 

Fig. 2. Compressor 4. Used to study beam insta
bilities immediately after injection. Note that 
coils 3 are missing. 

As shown' in Fig. 3, Compressor 2 had only a modest 
housing rather snugly fitted about the snout proper. 
(The "Gozinta snout" is a 0.040-in~-wallpure iron 
tube with copper plating tailored to minimize magnetic 
field perturbations at the instant of injection.) This 
system worked well. For Compressor 3 this housing was 
expanded to accommodate Faraday cup instrumentation 
just belOW the snout. A large bellOWS was also provided 
to facilitate raiSing or lowering the compressor ± 1 
cm, allowing change ·of injection radius. This curved
port vacuum seal was subject to leaks; it could be dis
turbed by baking to 1250 C or by adjustments to beam 
line. In addition, the large stainless steel housing 
caused eddy-current perturbations. Downstream, the 
Gozouta vacuum seal was particularly troublesome. The 
Viton gasket became hardened to the square of the 
groove on the lower section. This was attributed to 
radiation damage. 

The Compressor 4 Gozinta housing was cast from 
epoxy to eliminate eddy currents. Vacuum sealing is 
still a Viton 0 ring in a groove in the epoxy. The 
system has been serviceable partly because vacuum 
requirements are modest for this particular experiment-
low 10-6 torr range. .The Gozouta gasket was extended 
another 1 in. along the downward Side, which brings the 
3/4-in.~thick ceramic ring into service as a radiation 
shield. No fUrther radiation damage has been experi
enced. 

Compressor 5, a modification of Compressor 3, is 
again designed for ultravacuum operation, < 5 x 10-9 
torr. Gozirita and Gozouta housings are now the same 
material as the ring--85% alumina. An outboard ceramic 
subflange is metalliz.ed and brazed to a stainless steel 
adapter plate. This sub flange is Torr Seal bonded to 
the Gozinta housing, and both Gozinta and Gozouta hous
ings are cemented to the vacuum chamber ring--also with 
Torr Seal. Thus, the troublesome elastomer seals have 
been eliminated in this region. 
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Compressor 2 

Epoxy 
housing 

Compressor 4 

" 

Current 
transformer 

Compressor 3 

Compressor 5 

Fig. 3. "Gozinta"-"Gozouta" evolution. 

Helium-Cooled Cold Surface 

Condensation vacuum pumping was achieved in Com
pressor 3 by installing a liquid-helium-cooled "cold 
finger" (Fig. 3). This cold surface reduced the 
pressure approximate:r one decade and, in tests, 
operated into the 10- 0 torr range. 

The cold finger had about 46 in~2 of surface area 
and was made of copper 0.032 in. x 1.75 in. in cross 
section and 14.4 in. long. Emissivity was brought to 
0.01 to 0.025 by gold plating 0.0002 to 0.0003 in. 
thick. Liquid helium was contained in a 1/2-in. o.d. 
copper tube loop of 11 in. 2 heat-transfer area, hard 
soldered to the cold finger; the tube also served as 
the support. The calculated maximum temperature of the 
cold surface was 20DK and occurred at the lower tip. 
The lowest temperature,at the suppor~ was very near 
liquid helium temperature of 4.2DK. 

Because of space limitations, and because the 
operating life of the experiment was to be short and 
hence high rates of helium usage could be tolerated, 
no radiation heat shields were employed. The 4~ cold 
surface looked directly at room temperature surround
ings. However, a liquid-nitrogen-cooled intermediate 
point of the mechanical support intercepted and reduced 
conduction heat loads. The static heat leak of the . 
helium system was measured at 2 liters/hr increasing to 
3 liters/hr with pulsing of Compressor 3 coils. 

Liquid helium was gravity fed from the bottom of an 
external reservoir, and cold helium gas was returned to 
the top of this reservoir. Transfer lines were about 
60 in. long and covered with 10 layers of aluminized 
Mylar. The insulated liquid-helium line, together 
with liquid-nitrogen lines for remOVing heat at the 
support, were housed in a 3.5-in.-diameter evacuated 
aluminum pipe. A magnehelic liquid level gauge at the 
reservoir was remotely monitored by closed-circuit 
television. 

Pulsed magnetic fields produced JJlUch higher than 
usual eddy currents in the copper finger due to reduced 
resistivity at liquid-helium temperature. Fields from 
the eddy currents, reacting with the compressor mag
netic field, excited mechanical vibrations of about 
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0.12 in. peak- to-peak, with a frequency of 2 Hz . The 
moti on di sappeared in approximately 1 sec . In future 
configurations , this cold surface will probably be 
arranged on the axis of the compressor. 

Vacuum Performance 

Base pressure (torr) achieved i n Compressors 2 
and 3 under various operating conditions was : 

Without 
bake 

Compressor 2 ~ 10- 7 

After 
bake 

+ Col d 
finger 

7 -9 -10 
Vacuum pretests ~ 10- 5X10_

7
(a) 5X10_

8 
(b) 

Compressor 3 2xlO-7 3xlO (c) 3xlO (d) 

Notes: (a) 9 days @ 1400c. (b) 59 i n .
2 

@ 4
0

K after 
bake . (c) Includes several l eaks partially fixed by 
sealants and guardvac; without l eaks woul d have 
achieved ~ 10- 8 torr. (d) Same as (c) plus 57 in . 2 @ 
4- 200K . 

Conducti ng Si de Walls 

Side walls of the vacuum chamber are ceramic and 
cl ose to the el ectron ring. To drain el ectric charge , 
a conductive coating is necessary. In Compressor 20 
these walls were evaporation- coated with 300 - 500 A 
of nickel. After several weeks of servi ce thi s coati ng 
was found to be broken up i nto i nsul ated is l ands . 
Compressor 3 side walls were gol d- coated to ~ 150 ohms/ 
square. Again t he coating broke up i nto insulated 
islands after a period of operation. 

Recent calculations i ndicate that specific geo
metric patterns of conducti ve material on t he walls 
may assist in suppressing beam i nstabilities. To faci l
i tate testing numerous confi gurations in Compressor 4 , 
the coati ngs are now supplied on 0 . 005-in . "Kapton" * 
liners for the side plates. Test chamber observations 
dis close that, after baking at 150°C, these side p l ates 
can be pumped down into the 10- 10 torr range , and thus 
would al so be serviceabl e for Compressor 5. Coat~ngs 

of Nichrome V and gol d have been tried. The 250 A 
gold coatings (3 - 5 ohms/square) break up quickly i n 
service, presenti ng the appearance of being scrubbed 
by a househol d scouring pad. It is presumed induced 
voltage from the i nfl ector causes arcing and evapora
tion of the coating at i ncipient faults. Be~ch tests 
confirm this. Nichrome coatings 800 - 1000 A (30 - 100 
ohms/ square) , do n~t show this damage . Heavy coatings 
of Ni chrome (3000 A) break up into insul~ted islands 
during coating . A two-ply coating (800 A Ni chrome 
overlaid by 200 A of gold) allowed low resistivities 
(4 ohms/square), and the gold survi ved for days i nstead 
of hours . Coating thickness can be closely controlled 
(3%), but resistivities for the same thickness of coat 
vary by f actors of 2 to 3 . It is apparentl y necessary 
to deposit approximately 150 A of material to even out 
the hills and valleys of the Kapton surface before 
resistive conti nuity appears . Development is continu
i ng. 

*Polyimide film 
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Fig . 4 . Left - hand s i de probes and diagnostics . 

The LRL developmental compressors utilize a multi
tude of diagnostic devices to assist in understanding 
the behavior of electron- ring phenomena . For instance, 
more than 20 movabl e di agnostic devices are incorpor
ated withi n the vacuum system of a typi cal compressor . 
Rel iabl e vacuum sealing of t hese many devices ha s 
ab sorbed much effort . 

Diagnostic Probes 

Figure 4 shows the l eft- s i de pl ate moved away, 
expos i ng the i ns ide of the compressor 3 vacuum chamber . 
Goz i nta (inject ed beam entrance) is at the upper right . 
On the axis is the Ris i ng Stem Probe (RSP), an obstacl e 
probe l ater modified to also collect current. RSP has 
radial extension-contraction, azimuthal rotation, and 
axial motions . Just over the RSP is the whi te tip of 
the cold el ectron collector . To the left is an antenna 
loop, to the right a capacitor pickup electrode . All 
three devices have rotational and axial moti on . Not 
shown below RSP is the Puff Valve for i ntroduci ng 
hydrogen . Top left i s the "horsecollar" current trans
former. Just to the right of it is the radial f l ag 
current-collector probe . Both devices have radial and 
rotational motions . Just visible inside the vacuum ring 
at upper right is the "first turn" Faraday cup . Per
forated metal near the circular wall is the inflector 
electrode . To the l eft under the i nflector i s the 
"cold finger ." All motions are remotely actuated with 
remote position indication . Sixty- five interlocks 
limit motions and prevent interferences. Linear 
motions have stainless steel bellows vacuum seal s. 
Rotat i onal motions are seal ed by Viton 0 rings . 
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